MORE MATERIALS. MORE PEOPLE. ONLY IN YOUR JLG® UTV.

With a rugged design, heavy-duty drive system and class-leading cargo capacity, JLG® utility vehicles outlast the competition and provide optimal job site performance.

PERFORMANCE | DIMENSIONS

Occupant Capacity
- 315G: 3
- 615G: 6

Overall Vehicle Size (L x W x H)
- 315G: 129 x 60 x 79" (328 x 152 x 201 cm)
- 615G: 160 x 60 x 79" (406 x 152 x 201 cm)

Bed Box Dimensions (L x W x H)
- 42 x 58 x 12" (107 x 149 x 30 cm)

Box Capacity
- 1,000 lb (453 kg)

Wheelbase
- 315G: 85" (216 cm)
- 615G: 116" (294.6 cm)

Ground Clearance
- 10" (25 cm)

Terrainability
- Selectable 4 x 4 Off-road Capability

Weight*
- 315G: 1,363 lb (618 kg)
- 615G: 1,624 lb (736.6 kg)

Under-Hood Storage
- 25 gal. (94.6 L)

Hitch Towing Rating
- 1,500 lb (680 kg)

Hitch/Type—Standard / Receiver
- 2" (5 cm)

*Certain options or country standards increase weight.

STANDARD SPECIFICATIONS

Power Source

Engine Type
- Four Valve Single Cylinder
  - 45 hp
  - 33.5 kW

Displacement
- 695 cc

Fuel System
- Closed Loop Fuel Injection

Fuel Capacity
- 8 gal.

Cooling
- Liquid

Transmission / Final Drive
- Duramatic CVT, H, L, N, R, P

Drive System
- Electric 2/4WD with 4WD Lock

Engine Braking System
- Active Descent Control Standard

Suspension

Independent Front / Rear Suspension
- Dual A-Arm, Travel
  - 10" (25 cm)

STANDARD FEATURES

• Adjustable Tilt Steer
• 2" Hitch Receiver
• Back-up Alarm
• Speed Control
• Front Bumper/Brush Guard
• Halogen Headlights
• Power Steering
• Seat Belts
• Head Rests
• Cup-holders
• 2 DC Outlets
• Tie Down Hooks (cargo bed)
• Tilt Bed with Removable Side Panels
• Rear Tailgate
• Under-hood Storage Compartment
• Skid Plates with Front and Rear Boot Guards
• Oil Filter Access Panel

ADDITIONAL FEATURES

• Shift-on-the-fly 4 x 4 drive train to traverse rough terrain
• Industry-leading storage capacity
• 3/4 ton towing capacity
• 1/2 ton bed capacity
• Convertible to flat bed
• Wide enough for full-size pallet

Note:
Some options may increase lead time, and some option combinations may not be available.

Brakes

Front / Rear Brakes
- 4-Wheel Hydraulic Disc

Parking Brake
- Park in Transmission

Tires / Wheels

Front Tires / Model
- 26 x 9-14

Rear Tires / Model
- 26 x 11-14

Wheels
- Machine Cast Aluminum
ACCESSORIZE YOUR JLG® UTV
Get the most out of your utility vehicle with accessories from JLG. Tackle the roughest terrain in comfort with performance enhancing, quality options.

CAB ENCLOSURE KIT, HARD (315G)
Available with New Machine Order or Through JLG Aftermarket
JLG Part Number 1001224106
- Complete kit includes 18 gauge steel roof, polycarbonate rear panel, glass windshield and steel doors
- Steel textured roof resists scratching
- Rear panels feature the SpeedRatchet attachment system for ease of installation or removal
- Adjustable ventilation options in windshield, doors and rear panel
- Doors made from stamped steel for superior strength and rigidity
- Glass windshield constructed with automotive-style fixed, laminated glass in a steel frame

CAB ENCLOSURE KIT, SOFT (615G)
Available Exclusively Through JLG Aftermarket
JLG Part Number 1001227177
- Kit includes roof/back panel and doors
- 9 oz. heavy series 70 Surlast fabric provides high UV protection
- Door window unzips and rolls up
- Vinyl windows are rated for temperatures as low as -30°F
- Urethane-coated fabric offers superior resistance to mold and mildew
- Kit does not include windshield

TOP/BACK, SOFT (615G)
Available Exclusively Through JLG Aftermarket
JLG Part Number 1001241249
- 9 oz. heavy series 70 Surlast fabric provides high UV protection
- WindLock Windshield System mounts directly to roof for complete overhead seal from the elements
- Windshield required for WindLock channel installation
- One-piece top and rear panel
- Back panel rolls up for airflow control

REAR PANEL (315G)
Available Exclusively Through JLG Aftermarket
JLG Part Number 1001241248
- Polycarbonate upper provides a clear rear view
- Features SpeedRatchet attachment system and adjustable venting for controlling air flow
TWO PIECE MOLDED ROOF (615G)
Available with New Machine Order or Through JLG Aftermarket
JLG Part Number 1001227174
- Formed HMWPE plastic roof provides strength and durability
- Front and rear sections overlap and seal in the center for overhead protection from the elements
- Works with windshields and rear panels

ONE PIECE STEEL ROOF (315G)
Available with New Machine Order or Through JLG Aftermarket
JLG Part Number 1001224102
- 18 gauge steel construction
- Steel textured roof resists scratching

HEATER
Available with New Machine Order or Through JLG Aftermarket
JLG Part Number 1001224108
- Comes complete with installation kit and instructions
- Space-saving, underhood-mounted heat unit
- Two-direction dash-mounted defrosters for a fog-free windshield
- High-output, dual-speed fan and two-directional outlets in splash panel keep feet warm

WINDSHIELD WIPER, ELECTRICAL
Available with New Machine Order or Through JLG Aftermarket
JLG Part Number 1001224104
- Complete kit includes windshield drilling template for ease of installation
- Excellent spray pattern quickly clears the windshield of dirt and debris
- 180° wiper motion clears driver and passenger sides for an optimal field of vision
- Semi-transparent tank holds up to a half-gallon of washer fluid and offers visibility for fluid level
**WINDSHIELD, POLYCARBONATE FULL**
Available with New Machine Order or Through JLG Aftermarket

**JLG Part Number 1001227175**
- Durable, abrasion-resistant clear polycarbonate resists scratches
- SpeedRatchet attachment system for fast, ease of installation
- Left, center and right lower panel vents control airflow
- Custom trim seals to ROPS to lock out air, snow and water
- Lower panel design allows clearance for opening hood

**DOOR KIT, SOFT (615G)**
Available Exclusively Through JLG Aftermarket

**JLG Part Number 1001241250**
- Made from 9 oz. heavy series 70 Surlast fabric, which provides high UV protection
- Door window unzips and rolls up
- Vinyl windows are rated at -30°F
- Aluminum CNC-formed door frames for a lightweight and consistent fit

**DOOR KIT, STEEL (315G)**
Available Exclusively Through JLG Aftermarket

**JLG Part Number 1001241247**
- Includes doors made from stamped steel for superior strength and rigidity
- Dual sliding windows aid airflow control
- Multiple windows for exceptional visibility
- Dual concealed steel hinges provide superior strength, sleek automotive-like appearance
- Ergonomic interior and exterior handles offer intuitive, ease of operation while wearing gloves

**WINDSHIELD, POLYCARBONATE HALF**
Available with New Machine Order or Through JLG Aftermarket

**JLG Part Number 1001227176**
- Polycarbonate half windshield diverts air up and over driver and passenger
- Lower panel allows front hood to open

**WINDSHIELD, GLASS FULL**
Available with New Machine Order or Through JLG Aftermarket

**JLG Part Number 1001224103**
- Automotive-style fixed, laminated glass in a steel frame
- Lower panel has left, center and right opening vents for airflow control in the cab

**DOOR KIT, SOFT (615G)**
Available Exclusively Through JLG Aftermarket

**JLG Part Number 1001241250**
- Made from 9 oz. heavy series 70 Surlast fabric, which provides high UV protection
- Door window unzips and rolls up
- Vinyl windows are rated at -30°F
- Aluminum CNC-formed door frames for a lightweight and consistent fit

**DOOR KIT, STEEL (315G)**
Available Exclusively Through JLG Aftermarket

**JLG Part Number 1001241247**
- Includes doors made from stamped steel for superior strength and rigidity
- Dual sliding windows aid airflow control
- Multiple windows for exceptional visibility
- Dual concealed steel hinges provide superior strength, sleek automotive-like appearance
- Ergonomic interior and exterior handles offer intuitive, ease of operation while wearing gloves

**WINDSHIELD, POLYCARBONATE FULL**
Available with New Machine Order or Through JLG Aftermarket

**JLG Part Number 1001227175**
- Durable, abrasion-resistant clear polycarbonate resists scratches
- SpeedRatchet attachment system for fast, ease of installation
- Left, center and right lower panel vents control airflow
- Custom trim seals to ROPS to lock out air, snow and water
- Lower panel design allows clearance for opening hood

**WINDSHIELD, POLYCARBONATE HALF**
Available with New Machine Order or Through JLG Aftermarket

**JLG Part Number 1001227176**
- Polycarbonate half windshield diverts air up and over driver and passenger
- Lower panel allows front hood to open

**WINDSHIELD, GLASS FULL**
Available with New Machine Order or Through JLG Aftermarket

**JLG Part Number 1001224103**
- Automotive-style fixed, laminated glass in a steel frame
- Lower panel has left, center and right opening vents for airflow control in the cab
REAR VIEW MIRROR
Available with New Machine Order or Through JLG Aftermarket
JLG Part Number 1001227178
• 10” x 3.5” wide-angle, adjustable convex housing provides enhanced rear visibility
• Constructed with durable, high-strength reinforced materials
• Clamshell mounting clamp fits ROPS tubing from 3/4” to 1”
• Includes installation tools and all mounting hardware

SIDE VIEW MIRROR
Available with New Machine Order or Through JLG Aftermarket
JLG Part Number 1001224109
• 7.75” x 4.125” convex mirrors provide image stabilization and a wide viewing angle
• High-impact ABS plastic housing and shatterproof glass resists damage
• Breakaway hinge feature folds mirror back upon impact
• Ball-and-socket joint gives a broad range of viewing angles
• Includes left and right mirrors

BEACON
Available with New Machine Order or Through JLG Aftermarket
JLG Aftermarket Part Number Coming Soon (Closed Cab)
JLG Aftermarket Part Number Coming Soon (Open Cab)
• LED amber light with 70 FPM pulse
• Ideal for industrial applications

KIT, WINCH
Available Exclusively Through JLG Aftermarket
JLG Part Number 1001224112
• Includes 50 ft. of durable wire cable
• Powerful permanent magnet motor with 3,000 lbs. of pulling capacity
• Plow roller fairlead with larger diameter bottom roller for reduced rope stress when plowing
• Remote-ready wiring harness for optional remote upgrade kits

WINDSHIELD, FLIP UP
Available with New Machine Order or Through JLG Aftermarket
JLG Part Number 1001228425
• Scratch-resistant, hard-coated polycarbonate
• Durable nylon mounting brackets and hinges
• Low-profile ROPS clamps keep a tight seal
• Gas-assist shocks hold the windshield in the fully open position
• Adjustable positioning choices with closed, vented and fully open options to control airflow
• Exclusive vented design
**40° FLOOD WORK LIGHT**

Available with New Machine Order or Through JLG Aftermarket

**JLG Aftermarket Part Number Coming Soon**

- Electronic thermal management
- 90% advanced optically pure polycarbonate lenses
- Aluminum bezel and housing
- Versatile mounting hardware included
- IP-68 rating for extreme performance in all conditions
- Custom wire harness and switch for ease of installation
- 40° lens pattern is ideal for work, backup and peripheral lighting
- Multi-voltage electronics for an input voltage of 9-48 volts for increased output

---

**JLG FIREBAR SOLO**

Available Exclusively Through JLG Aftermarket

**JLG Part Number 1001232293**

- Single 10 watt LED with 860 lumen output
- Aluminum bezel and housing
- Mounting hardware included
- IP-68 rating for extreme performance in all conditions
- Wiring harness and switch included for ease of installation
- 10° lens pattern is ideal for spot and directional lighting
- 40° lens pattern is ideal for work, backup and peripheral lighting

---

**REAR BUMPER**

Available with New Machine Order or Through JLG Aftermarket

**JLG Part Number 1001230590**

- Heavy-duty, powder-coated tubular steel construction
- Mounts to rear of box frame to protect the box and tailgate areas
- Allows bed to dump
- Not for use with flatbed models

---

**FRONT STEEL BRUSHGUARD**

Standard on New Machine Order | Replacement Exclusively Available Through JLG Aftermarket

**JLG Part Number 1001241262**

- Contoured fit offers full front-facing protection for grill, hood and headlights
- Integrated four-point mounting system offers a secure fit for added strength and rigidity
- Powder-coated steel tube construction with rubber center accent offers strength with protection